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"The changes we will be called upon to participate in the

future will be at the same time deeply personal and

inherently systemic". 

 
Peter Senge [et al., 2004] 



look at people with empathy and consider their needs

carefully; we experienced the forced pause and

reorganization. Then we recognized our

incompleteness, our unawareness in the face of the

uncertain and the emerging unknown. As people and

professionals who work in the sustainability areas, we

have asked ourselves several times "how to act from

now on, facing what was presented in front of us" and

have been demanded to be a bridge between

stakeholders, to rethink and reinforce sustainability

strategies, to create new paths, to strengthen

relationships and to assume new social projects.

In the Business Initiatives online meetings, it became

clear that accessing formal information and knowledge

about sustainability is not enough when facing the

complexity we live in, although it is necessary to

respond to current challenges. 

The meetings were capable to add knowledge and

training focusing on acting towards sustainability,

shedding light on the protagonists of the ongoing

transformations and those to come, seeking to

promote integrative experiences capable of awakening

or driving changes in attitudes, perspectives and

mobilizing senses and values.

From this collective online experience emerged the

questions 'how to do together for sustainability', 'how

to communicate sustainability effectively', 'how to

facilitate change', 'how to deal with uncertainty', which

put the human dimension at the center, not as a self-

centeredness, but as a need to learn about our

capacities to promote and guide transformations

towards sustainability and resilience.

Thus, the production of the 2020 cycle, ANTROPO,

aims to support the development of human

capabilities in favor of business management for

sustainability and more resilient organizations.

TO BE IN 2020
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Two thousand and twenty, an atypical, intense,

uncertain year, traversed and transformed by the

COVID-19 pandemic, which revealed the complexity of

the socio-environmental and economic systems of

which we are part of. 

The pandemic has brought even closer the 2020 cycle

of Business Initiatives participants to the provocations

raised by the geological era of the  Anthropocene, motto

of this experience, which highlights the human being as

a powerful transformation agent of the environment,

and at the same time as a vulnerable being and

interdependent on natural forces. The Anthropocene

calls us to act for transformations in the economy and

organizations in favor of establishing production and

consumption relations capable of meeting the pressing

needs of society, respecting the planetary limits and

creating more just and equal social relations.

Each one of us tried to act with the imperative of

urgency, collaborating for the necessary change, to
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WHAT KIND OF TRANSFORMATION IS
BEING FORCED BY THE PRESENT MOMENT? 



NAVIGATE THROUGH:
TRANSFORMATIONS IN
THE ANTHROPOCENE

The Anthropocene is a milestone of intense shifts
on Earth and announces that systemic
transformations need to happen, with urgency.

SUSTAINABILITY IN
ORGANIZATIONS
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REFERENCES
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Organizations focused on sustainability and
resilience must take into account systemic
transformations, complexity and uncertainty.

Sources and references are brought as possibilities
to practice the human capacities to dialogue,
collaborate and to look systematically.

The references presented here were chosen to
support transformative movements.

Get to know the companies that were part of the
Business Initiatives in 2020, the FGVces team
and a bit of the ANTROPO behind the scenes.

The experience and knowledge of those who
work in companies bring elements for the
understanding of human capabilities which are
essential for sustainability and resilience.



1. TRANSFORMATIONS 
IN THE ANTHROPOCENE



The irreversibility and amplitude of these impacts

forces us to seek alternatives, for example, in

technology, new governance arrangements and

mechanisms for "green" investments.

However, the sense of urgency and radicality in the

recognition of the Anthropocene demands

transformations also in the field of ethics and in the

"Anthropo". The beliefs rooted in our thoughts and

relationships, in social, political and economic systems

that, for example, prioritize short-term solutions and

have as their premise the sovereignty of rationality and

human intellect over nature², need to be reviewed in

the search for more balanced paths. It is these and

other beliefs, mental models and, consequently, ways

of existing collective, that sustain the paradigms we

reproduce and, therefore, any transition to another

paradigm must necessarily go through people.

Among the collective forms of acting in favour of these

transformations, are the organizations, with great

political, social² and economic power granted to them

by society to fulfill their fundamental purpose. 

Companies are primarily social organizations

authorized to act to meet needs, solve problems and

improve the living conditions of different social groups.

In the economic and cultural globalization context, the

increasing production and concentration of wealth, the

power of large organizations to promote

transformations ranging from changes in habits to

disruptive technological innovations is significant. At

this time, organizations are called to revisit their

primary purposes, reconnect with their mission and

operation, and rethink from production processes to

business models.

For organizations that aims to act together with other

actors towards transformations, climate action and

the reduction of social inequalities are powerful (and

urgent) vectors to trigger systemic changes with

important and potentially positive unfoldings for their

collaborators and for their entire value chain.

TRANSFORMATIONS IN
THE ANTHROPOCENE
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Transformations are an imperative of the existence of

living systems - they will happen constantly, at different

scales, being noticed or not. 

The Anthropocene, symbol of countless

transformations, marks a geological time in scientific

debate. It is considered the most recent period in the

history of the planet, in which the changes resulting

from human action are significant to the point of leaving

a signature on the geological records. Although the

beginning of this possible new era is under discussion,

its effects become clear from 1950, the time of the

"Great Acceleration", with the population explosion and

economic growth anchored in the intensive exploitation

of the natural environment¹.

Beyond the formal debate of the natural sciences,

naming the Anthropocene provokes a critical political

and social debate² on the origins and impacts caused by

human action on Earth, and on the paradigms that

sustain that action.



2. SUSTAINABILITY IN
ORGANIZATIONS



theoretical-conceptual bases, from Anthropocene to

Ecological Economy, which highlights the importance of

transformations in the way human being occupies the

world. The issue is that, as it happens in the imminence

of great changes, we still do not know the new

emerging paradigm, nor the instruments and

procedures to act in the present considering this

uncertain future.

What is clear are vectors of transformation, which are

focuses of action capable of leveraging systemic

changes, due to their potential to influence other

aspects of the socioeconomic and cultural system, in a  

global, national and local perspective. 

The 2020 cycle of Business Initiatives has elected

three vectors of transformation in which organizations

are already active: climate change, social inequalities

and value chains.

The three themes are strongly interrelated and have a

direct impact on other central themes to sustainable

development, such as biodiversity, water and economic

growth.

Acting effectively on these vectors of transformation

requires articulation and partnerships with suppliers

and communities in vulnerable situations, demanding

people who give life to organizations to put into

practice dialogue, systemic vision and collaboration. 

Any transformation, via a great worldwide movement, a

neighborhood organization or a small movement, has a

common starting point: the human being. Thus, human

capacities are at the epicenter of the changes within

organizations and the consequent changes promoted

by them in society.

The performance of organizations in socio-environmental

issues has been advancing in recent decades (since

2000), moving from approaches that position them

externally to the business to the approach and

integration with the core business. At the moment, this

performance is heading towards the sustainability

transversalization in the business areas, to the

integration of socio-environmental issues and to the

notion of resilience, which gains space inside companies.

Resilience, unlike sustainability, which establishes

objectives, goals and indicators to be achieved, seeks the

strengthening of adaptive capacity so that systems can

withstand inevitable and unpredictable changes and

shocks³, understood as inherent to any system,

transforming itself into a new state of equilibrium.

In this sense, the intrinsic connections between

organizations, their stakeholders, social development and

environmental balance are considered. This is an ongoing

paradigm shift, announced by different

SUSTAINABILITY
IN ORGANIZATIONS
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Alcoa | Dialogue for local development

Juruti is located in Pará, where Alcoa has operated since

2009. Before operations began, the establishment of a

dialogic process between the company and stakeholders

allowed the participatory construction of a long-term local

development model, social mobilization, local governance

and the monitoring of the transformations generated with

the undertaking, creating an interesting relationship

between the company and the community. For more

information about the Juruti project, access its report.

Grupo Boticário | Systemic vision on the value chain

The mission of the O Boticario Group was to recycle a

complex raw material, the Surlyn®, a resin used on the

production of some packaging and declared as non

recyclable by 73% of the recycling cooperatives with which

they worked. To find a solution, the company worked

together with different partners and adopting a systemic

intelligence, they formed a cooperation chain to enable this  

material recycling.  For more information about the process,

access the  project story.

Mercur | Collaboration in business management

The review of Mercur's business strategies in 2007 led to a

central question: what is the purpose of the company?

From the understanding of its social role, management was

transformed so that people were the 'backbone' in

decision-making process. The process of change -

challenging and continuous - included the creation of

learning spaces, collaborative processes and opportunities

and conditions for dialogue. For more information, watch

the Mercur video about a product development process. 

BUSINESS CASES ON DIALOGUE,
COLLABORATION AND SYSTEMIC VISION

http://bibliotecadigital.fgv.br/dspace/handle/10438/18488
https://www.grupoboticario.com.br/essencia/revista/surlyn.aspx
https://youtu.be/-vIKaOXWqSk


3. HUMAN 
CAPACITIES



attitudes, to the enlargement of people's perspectives

and values, which is essentially the result of lived

experiences. Information as the only path to

transformations, whether they are already underway or in

the future, is insufficient because it fragments reality and

knowledge itself as it represents a linear vision of solving

"problems" by thinking alone - the connections between

science and experience must be reestablished.

Many people who work professionally with sustainability

have their training originated in their own practice; not

based on a course or a guidance that concentrates the

knowledge necessary for this performance, but on a

mosaic of diverse experiences - of life, work, training,

habits, childhood - which provide transdisciplinary

capabilities that enable them to find alternative paths to

those already established (this is the essence of

sustainability!).

After all, what are the essential human capabilities to

act between business strategies and sustainability

agendas seeking to foster transformations - in people,

relationships and/or systems?

The necessary transformations for more integrative and

balanced paradigms regarding the nature-society-

economy relations inevitably pass through the doing

process, the knowledge and the human being. In

organizational contexts it is common to find actions,

projects and initiatives aimed at doing for sustainability

and knowing about sustainability; little is said about

being in sustainability, its attitudes, skills, values,

perceptions, thoughts and emotions that make it more

aware of itself and the whole and also more capable of

acting in complexity.

It is certain that the knowledge about sustainability, the

advance in theories and science, technical debates and

management tools, very related to know-how, are

fundamental for organizations to draw up their plans and

act to reach more consistent levels with the precepts of

sustainable development. To this knowledge it is

necessary to integrate and recognize that there is also

knowledge for sustainability, that relates to changes in 

CAPACITIES have to do with everything we are capable,

as human beings, of doing, being and knowing. 

Essential human capabilities to sustainability and

resilience covers:

- what people already practice and bring as abilities;

- what people recognize as fundamental capabilities to

act for sustainability and resilience;

- the individual motivations to develop, enhance and

practice the capabilities.

Developing them in the organization's context 

 translates into:

- creating and maintaining organizational conditions and

structures that enable the expression of what already

exists, the emergence and practice of these capabilities;

- the ability of organizations to learn and maintain

learning in their structure - this comes from

experimentation and previous experiences of the

organization that can increase the ability to adapt and

respond to change, situations of uncertainty, etc.

ANTROPO chose three human capacities as the focus:

dialogue, collaboration and systemic vision.

HUMAN
CAPACITIES



FROM MICRO
TO 

If sustainability currently incites transformations, how about beginning from the following

starting point: the human being, the Anthropos?

The human being appears both as an important actor to be transformed in the

Anthropocene context, and to be empowered to cause more conscious and significant

transformations for planetary balance and social justice. 

Hence, it is necessary to rescue our own complex, integrated, contradictory, uncertain

and diverse nature that enables us to be integrally who we are and also recognize others

humans as legitimate in its completeness. 

The ANTROPO project places attention on people's transformations, so that relationships

can be transformed, so that organizations can be transformed, so that systems can be

transformed.

 MACRO



Sustainability is permeated with conflicts. Conflicts are an inherent part of

relationships, this may happen due to divergent and coexisting world views

and interests, sometimes antagonistic. The ANTROPO recognizes, affirms and

highlights conflict as an element to be included and understood in corporate

action for sustainability. It is very likely that there is conflict in collaborative

processes and dialogues in teams, in projects with different stakeholders, in

value chain management, in meetings with shareholders, etc. 

Conflicts have the power to tell us about issues that need to be brought up,

conversations that need to happen, problems to be understood,

inconveniences and issues that are blocking the flow of things. This is the

social function of conflict: to put us in contact with differences, diversity,

plurality and closer to the systemic vision, creativity and democracy. Not to

silence or forcibly appease conflicts is also to strengthen sustainability and

resilience.

WARNING: 
CONTAINS CONFLICT!
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is the ability to participate and facilitate collective

arrangements that start from the understanding that a

situation needs to change. 

Collaboration emerges from the need for change, for

something to be done differently or created, and from

the realization that the solution is not in individuals, but

in a group of people. From the perspective of extended

collaboration, conflicts and differences have room to

emerge, and the final result is discovered during the

process, different from conventional collaboration,

where the harmony of the group is sought, where the

planning of the work foresees the results with much

more control. 

There are diverse processes and methods for

collaboration, which require an individual effort of

communication and an organizational context that

allows its occurrence.

DIALOGUE COLABORATION TO HAVE A SYSTEMIC VISION

THREE HUMAN
CAPABILITIES
ANTROPO considered, for the practice of exercises and

for the reflections to follow, the human capacities of:

is the ability to participate and sustain a

communication in which senses and meanings are built

as they are shared among people, in a constant search

for plurality and understanding of these meanings.

There is no dialogue to win or lose, to dispute ideas

(debate / discussion) or decide something

(deliberation), one enters into equal conditions of

participation, suspension of assumptions and empathic

listening to build together through conversation. 

Dialogue is one of the foundations for collaboration

because it allows the establishment of another

standard of communication, without 'right and wrong',

which enables creativity and the emergence of ideas.

Dialoguing depends on skills such as listening, empathy

and self-positioning.

is the ability to perceive, consider and deal with the

relationships of systems, therefore, with complexity,

understanding that the parts of a system do not

represent the whole separately, that they are

interdependent, connected and operate and affect

each other simultaneously. 

Capacity that can also be called systemic thinking and

that is very close to the theory of complexity. The

opposite of complexity is not simplicity but the

fragmentation of reality. The systemic vision requires

comfort with the contradictions, ambiguities, diversity

and conflicts present in a system and is a central

perspective of sustainability, since it is based on the

dynamics of living systems.
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ANTROPO proposes the meeting between the transformation vectors -
climate, social inequalities and value chains - and the human capacities
to highlight, understand and reflect on the actions of those who act on

these agendas within organizations. 

Observation, self-observation and conversation exercises were carried
out by people participating in the 2020 Business Initiatives cycle to

create the following content.



There is no list to be bragged about the human capabilities for which

sustainability claims. There is a relationship under construction, with

capabilities coming from diverse sources, to be experienced and practiced,

individually and collectively, in the quest to improve the quality of human

presence and action, attention and awareness of our thoughts and actions -

dialogue, collaboration and systemic vision are certainly among them.

The video presents testimonials that lead to understanding and reflection on

which human capacities are essential for the transformations for

sustainability in the business context in the voices of the people: Ana Michi

(BASF), Daniela Gerdenitis (Votorantim Reservations), Izidoro Machado

(Duratex), Juliana Scanavachi (Leroy Merlin), Lívia Lopes (Leroy Merlin), Lívia

Neves (Leroy Merlin) and Raquel Silva (Duratex).

Capacities for action 
with sustainability: 

To watch the video on Youtube, click on the image.
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dialogue, systemic vision and
collaboration

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s5Hk4jVjUqQ&list=PLKEKlV-eWhxnmx4v3G1n8RO-oL4E_-6AB&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s5Hk4jVjUqQ&list=PLKEKlV-eWhxnmx4v3G1n8RO-oL4E_-6AB&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s5Hk4jVjUqQ&list=PLKEKlV-eWhxnmx4v3G1n8RO-oL4E_-6AB&index=1


Capacities 
for action in climate
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Dealing with climate change requires integrated action on the fronts of

mitigation (reduction of emissions) and adaptation (management of impacts

and risks derived from extreme climate events), in addition to a systemic

vision of possible impacts on its entire value chain, on vulnerable populations,

biodiversity and global systems, with all these elements directly affecting the

business of organizations. Climate change management requires articulation

and coordination of actors and efforts in multi-sector and multi-level

governance arrangements; it depends on public and private policies, based on

science, combined and translated into real experiences.

The video brings reflections on dialogue, collaboration and systemic vision

from a perspective of acting for global and local transformation in the voices

of Ana Michi (BASF), Fernanda Miranda (Duratex), Ligia Carvalho (CPFL) and

Tiago Barreto (BASF - Espaço Eco Foundation).
To watch the video on Youtube, click on the image.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4ZndIY3gxA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4ZndIY3gxA&feature=youtu.be


Capacities for action to
reduce social inequalities
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Social inequalities are the result of a historical process whose socio-economic

and cultural bases are embedded in values, visions and in daily and work

relationships. Acting to reduce social inequalities requires actions both inside

and outside the organizations and permanent attention so that structures of

domination and subjugation are not reproduced. The pandemic demanded

emergency actions of assistance to the most vulnerable communities in order

to make survival possible, literally. But the work of the organizations can go

beyond, in the sense of challenging the foundations of inequalities, from the

vision of equity of opportunities and conditions for development.

The video brings reflections on how empathy (as an element of dialogue),

courage and, at the same time, balance are important capacities for action and

evolution in the agenda, in the point of view of:

Daniela Gerdenitis (Votorantim Reservations), Ivânia Palmeira (BASF) and 

Lívia Neves (Leroy Merlin).
To watch the video on Youtube, click on the image.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=enZ9WswBvys&list=PLKEKlV-eWhxnmx4v3G1n8RO-oL4E_-6AB&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=enZ9WswBvys&list=PLKEKlV-eWhxnmx4v3G1n8RO-oL4E_-6AB&index=4


Capacities for action with
sustainability in value chains
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Value chains, composed of actors who share the generation of value from a

given product or service, are a system that needs to be understood and

managed as such. Much were the advances in literature and in management

practice to overcome a vision in which the company is positioned at the center

of the relationships between supply and demand, between production and

consumption, to a vision in which it places itself as part of a larger, non-linear

system, as important as the other parts, and in which value, risk and impact

are shared. A value chain management oriented to innovation, resilience and

sustainability requires humans capable of looking at each other

systematically, considering that the parts and the whole, affect and impact

each other constantly; capable of relating to the diversity of needs, interests,

world views, possibilities and to communicate in this context.

The video points to education, dialogue, collaboration and flexibility as

important capabilities to strengthen relationships and communication in the

value chains from the point of view of: Daniela Gerdenitis (Votorantim

Reservations), Danilo Rodrigues (Duratex) and Lívia Lopes (Leroy Merlin).

To watch the video on Youtube, click on the image.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tb08DS-wzNE&list=PLKEKlV-eWhxnmx4v3G1n8RO-oL4E_-6AB&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tb08DS-wzNE&list=PLKEKlV-eWhxnmx4v3G1n8RO-oL4E_-6AB&index=2


4. PRACTICE
POSSIBILITIES



The way to develop, improve or perceive the capacities to dialogue,

collaborate and look at systemically is the following: observe yourself,

observe your relationships, practice, observe again, practice again,

practice, practice and observe. We already said practice?

To make this possible, it takes a certain dose of courage, to begin and

to transform.

Some books that besides the theoretical approach bring suggestions of 

practical exercises:

Presencing Institute Toolkit 

(based on U Theory published by Otto Scharmer)

FGVces Empathetic Walk Video Explanation 

Dialogue Interviews

Stakeholder Interviews

Case clinic

LISTENING PHASE

 _____________

REFERENCES THAT
SUPPORT PRACTICE 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VaXH6Uh9BYE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.presencing.org/resource/tools/dialogue-interview-desc
https://www.presencing.org/resource/tools/stakeholder-interview-desc
https://www.presencing.org/resource/tools/case-clinic-desc


5. VARIOUS
REFERENCES



Sextou, a name inspired by a Brazilian saying to refer to the

beginning of the weekend, is a series of publications launched

during the 2020 Cycle of FGVces Business Initiatives. The

objective was to bring sensible reason, art and varied

references to broaden the perception of reality and contribute

to critical reflection on sustainability, on human action and on

our organizations. Without pretending to be an academic

publication, Sextou emerged from the intention to inspire

those who propose to appreciate it. Sextou does not represent

the opinion of the member companies that are part of the

Initiatives, nor does it represent institutional positions of FGV-

EAESP or FGVces.

PUBLICATIONS 
to inspire

https://eaesp.fgv.br/sites/eaesp.fgv.br/files/u641/sextou_encontro003.pdf
https://eaesp.fgv.br/sites/eaesp.fgv.br/files/u641/sextou_encontro002.pdf
https://eaesp.fgv.br/sites/eaesp.fgv.br/files/u641/sextou_encontro009.pdf
https://eaesp.fgv.br/sites/eaesp.fgv.br/files/u641/sextou_encontro004.pdf
https://eaesp.fgv.br/sites/eaesp.fgv.br/files/u641/sextou_encontro005.pdf
https://eaesp.fgv.br/sites/eaesp.fgv.br/files/u641/sextou_encontro008.pdf
https://eaesp.fgv.br/sites/eaesp.fgv.br/files/u641/sextou_encontro006.pdf
https://eaesp.fgv.br/sites/eaesp.fgv.br/files/u641/sextou_encontro007.pdf
https://eaesp.fgv.br/sites/eaesp.fgv.br/files/u641/sextou_encontro010.pdf
https://eaesp.fgv.br/sites/eaesp.fgv.br/files/u641/sextou_encontro001.pdf
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6. WHO 
WE ARE



FGVces' Business Initiatives (iEs) is a business

network aimed at producing knowledge, exchanging

experiences and strengthening capacities necessary

for advancing business management towards

sustainability. 

The ANTROPO Project emerged from a journey,

inspired by Theory U, of 15 virtual meetings and 1

online immersion among representatives of companies,

experts and the FGVces team that, throughout 2020,

shared content and reflections related to climate,

social inequalities, value chains, complexity, resilience,

governance, systemic transformation, economic

paradigms and collaboration in the business context.

In 2020, the companies presented alongside

participated in the activities, meetings and production

of this material:

BUSINESS
INITIATIVES

ENEVA
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This material is the product of the meetings, exchange of experiences, research, production of knowledge, learning, reflection and practice of a group of companies that was part of

the Business Initiatives (iE) in 2020, a business network coordinated by FGVces, the Center for Sustainability Studies of Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV-EAESP). The content

presented here intends to contribute to the development of human capabilities essential to business management for sustainability and more resilient organizations, capable of

transforming themselves and promoting changes in the systems in which they are inserted, and does not necessarily represent the opinion or institutional positioning of the

companies represented here, nor of FGV-EAESP.
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“It is a disconcerting and somewhat frightening proposal, I

admit. But this is what complexity is - and that is human

development.”

Humberto Mariotti, 2000


